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Abstract: In this paper, we have introduced the concept ofI−cluster point of a filter on a topological space and studied its various
properties. We have proved the necessary condition for a filter to have anI−cluster point. Most of the work in this paper is inspired
from [2] and [23].
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1 Introduction

The concept of convergence of a sequence of real numbers was extended to statistical convergence independently by H.

Fast [4] and I. J. Schoenberg [22]. Kostyrko et. al. in [8], [9] generalized the notion of statistical convergence and

introduced the concept ofI−convergence of real sequences which is based on the structure of the idealI of subsets of the

set of natural numbers. Mursaleen et. al. [14] defined and studied the notion of ideal convergence in random 2−normed

spaces and construct some interesting examples. Several works onI−convergence and statistical convergence have been

done in [1], [3[, [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [21]. The idea ofI−convergence was extended from

real number space to metric space by Kostyrko et. al [8] and toa normed linear space by̌Salát et. al [20] in their recent

works. Later the idea ofI−convergence was extended to an arbitrary topological spaceby B. K. Lahiri and P. Das [11]. It

was observed that the basic properties remained preserved in a topological space. Lahiri and Das [12] introduced the idea

of I−convergence of nets in a topological space and examined how far it affects the basic properties.

Taking the idea ofI and I∗−convergence of nets by Lahiri and Das in [12], Jamwal et. al introduced the concept of

I−convergence of filters and studied its various properties in[6]. In [7], Jamwal et. al reintroduced the concept of

I−convergence of nets in a topological space and estabilishedthe equivalence ofI−convergences of nets and filters on a

topological space.

We recall the following definitions:

Definition 1. Let X be a non-empty set. Then a familyF ⊂ 2X is called afilter on X if

(i) /0 /∈ F ,

(ii) A,B∈ F implies A∩B∈ F and

(iii) A∈ F ,B⊃ A implies B∈ F .

Definition 2. Let X be a non-empty set. Then a family I⊂ 2X is called anideal of X if

(i) /0 ∈ I ,
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(ii) A,B∈ I implies A∪B∈ I and

(iii) A∈ I ,B⊂ A implies B∈ I .

Definition 3. Let X be a non-empty set. Then a filterF on X is said to benon-trivial if F 6= {X}.

Definition 4. Let X be a non-empty set. Then an ideal I of X is said to benon-trivial if I 6= { /0} and X /∈ I .

Note(i) If I is an ideal of a setX, thenF = F (I) = {A⊂ X : X \A∈ I} is a filter onX, called thefilter associated with
the ideal I .
(ii) I = I(F ) = {A⊂ X : X \A∈ F} is an ideal ofX, called theideal associated with the filterF .

(iii) A non-trivial idealI of X is calledadmissibleif I contains all the singleton subsets ofX.

We now recall some of the results onI−convergence of filters and nets in a topological space which are proved in [6], [7].

Throughout this paper,X = (X,τ) will stand for a topological space andI = I(F ) will be the ideal associated with the

filter F onX.

Definition 5. A filter F on X is said to be I−convergentto x0 ∈ X if for each nbd U of x0, {y∈ X : y /∈U} ∈ I .

In this case, x0 is called an I−limit of F and is written as I− limF = x0.

Notation In case more than one filters is involved, we use the notationI(F ) to denote the ideal associated with the

corresponding filterF .

Lemma 1.LetF andG be two filters on X. ThenF ⊂ G if and only if I(F ) ⊂ I(G ).

Proposition 1.Let F be a filter on X such that I− lim F = x0. Then every filterF ′ finer thanF also I−converges to

x0, where I= I(F ).

Proposition 2. Let F be a filter on X such that I− lim F = x0. Then every filterF ′ on X coarser thanF also

I−converges to x0, where I= I(F ).

Proposition 3. Let F be a filter on X andG be any other filter on X finer thanF . Then I(F )− lim G = x0 implies

I(G )− lim G = x0.

Proposition 4. Let τ1 and τ2 be two topologies on X such thatτ1 is coarser thanτ2. Let F be a filter on X such that

I − lim F = x0 w.r.t τ2. Then I− lim F = x0 w.r.t τ1.

Lemma 2.LetM = {G : G is a f ilter on X}. ThenF = ∩G∈M G if and only if I(F ) = ∩G∈M I(G ).

Proposition 5.LetM be a collection of all those filtersG on a space X which I(G )−converges to the same point x0 ∈ X.

Then the intersectionF of all the filters inM I(F )−converges to x0.

Lemma 3. If IX is an ideal of X= ∏α∈Λ Xα associated with a filterF on X, then IX = ∩n
i=1p−1

αi
(IXαi

), where IXαi
is an

ideal of the factor space Xαi associated with pαi (F ).

Theorem 1.A filter F on X I−converges to x0 ∈ X if and only if every derived netλ of F converges to x0.

Theorem 2.A filter F on X I−converges to x0 ∈ X if and only ifF converges to x0.
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2 I−Cluster Points of Filters

We begin this section with the definition ofI−cluster point of a filter with some examples.

Definition 6. A point x0 ∈ X is called an I−cluster point of a filterF on X if for each nbd U of x0, {y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ I .

In other words, x0 ∈ X is called an I−cluster point ofF if U /∈ I , for each nbd U of x0.

Equivalently, x0 is an I−cluster point ofF if for each nbd U of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ⊂V}* I .

Example 1.Let X = {1,2,3} andτ be the discrete topology onX.

Let F = {{1},{1,2},{1,3},X} be a filter onX. ThenI = { /0,{2},{3},{2,3}} is the ideal associated withF .

It is easy to see that 1 is the onlyI−cluster point ofF .

Example 2. Let Ux0 be the nbd filter at a pointx0 in X. Then clearly for each nbdU of x0, {y ∈ X : y ∈ U} /∈ I , as

I = I(Ux0). Thusx0 is theI−cluster point ofUx0.

Example 3.Let F be a filter on an indiscrete spaceX. Then clearly, eachx0 ∈ X is anI−cluster point ofF asX is the

only nbd ofx0 ∈ X and{y∈ X : y∈ X}= X /∈ I .

Notation Let I(CF ) andI(LF ) respectively denote the set of allI−cluster points and the set of allI−limits of a filterF

onX.

We have the following theorem estabilishing the relationship betweenI−limits andI−cluster points of a filterF onX.

Theorem 3.With usual notations, I(LF )⊂ I(CF ).

Proof. Let x0 ∈ I(LF ). Then for each nbdU of x0, {y∈ X : y /∈U} ∈ I . That is,X \U ∈ I · · ·(∗). We have to show that

x0 ∈ I(CF ). For this, letU be a nbd ofx0. We claim that{y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ I . That is,U /∈ I . SupposeU ∈ I . From(∗),

X \U ∈ I . SinceI is an ideal, we haveU ∪ (X \U) ∈ I . That is,X ∈ I , which contradicts the fact thatI is non-trivial ideal

of X. Thus our supposition is wrong. HenceU /∈ I and sox0 ∈ I(CF ). This proves thatI(LF )⊂ I(CF ).

NoteThe converse of the above theorem is however not true. For this, we have the following example.

Example 4.Let X = {1,2,3} andτ = { /0,{3},{2,3},X}.Let F = {{1,2},X} be a filter onX. ThenI = { /0,{3}} is the

ideal associated with filterF . Then it is easy to see thatI(LF ) = {1} andI(CF ) = {1,2}. So,I(CF )* I(LF ).

We now give the necessary condition for a filterF onX to have anI−cluster point.

Theorem 4.Let F be a filter on X. If x0 is an I−cluster point ofF , then for each nbd U of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6=

/0}* I .

Proof. SupposeF hasx0 as anI−cluster point. This means that for each nbdU of x0, {y ∈ X : y ∈ U} /∈ I . That is,

U /∈ I · · ·(∗). Let U be a nbd ofx0. We have to show that{V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0}* I . We observe thatU ∈ P(X) such

thatU ∩U 6= /0 and also by(∗), U /∈ I . Thus it follows that{V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0}* I .

Remark.The condition, for each nbdU of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0}* I is not the sufficient condition for a filterF

to have anI−cluster point. Consider the following example.

ExampleLet X = {1,2,3} andτ = { /0,{2},{2,3},X} be a topology onX. Let F = {{1},{1,2},{1,3},X} be a filter on

X.

ThenI = I(F ) = { /0,{2},{3},{2,3}} is an ideal ofX.

We see that nbds of 2 are{2},{1,2},{2,3} andX. We observe that for each nbdU of 2, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0}* I .
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But 2 is not anI−cluster point ofF . This is because{2} is a nbd of 2 and{2} ∈ I .

This shows that the condition, for each nbdU of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0} * I is not the sufficient condition for a

filter F to have anI−cluster point.

Proposition 6.LetF be a filter on a non-discrete space X. ThenF has x0 as an I(F )−cluster point if and only if there

is a filterG on X finer thanF such that I(G )− lim G = x0.

Proof. Supposex0 is anI(F )−cluster point ofF . Then for each nbdU of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0}* I(F ). Since

X \F ∈ I(F ), ∀ F ∈ F , we find thatU ∩F 6= /0,∀ U ∈ Ux0 andF ∈ F . Let B = {U ∩F : U ∈ Ux0 and F∈ F}. Then

clearly,B is a non-empty family of non-empty subsets ofX which is closed under finite intersection and so a filter base

for some filter, sayG onX. If G∈ F , thenG⊃U ∩G and soG∈ G . This implies thatF ⊂ G . ThereforeG is finer than

F . By Lemma1, I(F )⊂ I(G ). We shall show thatI(G )− lim G = x0. For this, we need to prove that for each nbdU of

x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V = /0} ⊂ I(G ). So, letU be a nbd ofx0 andV ∈ P(X) such thatU ∩V = /0. Now U ∩V = /0

⇒U ⊂ X \V

⇒U ∩ (X \V) 6= /0.

Also,U ∩U ⊂U ∩ (X \V). That is,U ⊂U ∩ (X \V). Now,U ∩F ⊂U, for all F ∈ F andU ⊂U ∩ (X \V) implies that

U ∩F ⊂U ∩ (X \V), for all F ∈ F . Also,U ∩ (X \V)⊂ X \V. Thus we haveU ∩F ⊂ X \V, for all F ∈ F . SinceB is a

base forG , X \V ∈ G . This implies thatV ∈ I(G ). Therefore,{V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V = /0} ⊂ I(G ).

Conversely, suppose there is a filterG on X finer thanF such thatI(G )− lim G = x0. We have to show thatx0 is the

I(F )−cluster point ofF . For this, letU be a nbd ofx0. We claim that{y ∈ X : y ∈ U} /∈ I(F ). That is,U /∈ I(F ).

SupposeU ∈ I(F ). SinceI(F ) ⊂ I(G ), we find thatU ∈ I(G ). SinceI(G )− lim G = x0, U ∈ I(G ) impliesU ∩U = /0,

which is not possible. Therefore,U /∈ I(F ). Thus{y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ I(F ). Therefore,x0 is anI(F )−cluster point ofF .

Remark.(a) The above Proposition6 need not be true ifX has the discrete topology. Consider the example:

Let X = {1,2,3} andτ be the discrete topology onX. Let F = {{1,2},X} be a filter onX. Then I(F ) = {φ ,{3}}.

Let G = {{1},{1,2},{1,3},X} be a filter onX finer thanF . ThenI(G ) = {φ ,{2},{3},{2,3}}. We can easily see that

I(F )−cluster points ofF = 1,2.

I(F )−limit of G = nil.

I(G )−limit of G = 1 and

I(G )−cluster points ofF = 1.

We observe that 1 and 2 areI(F )−cluster points ofF but 2 is not theI(G )−limit of G .

(b) The above Proposition6 is again not true if we take both the ideals to beI(F ). From the above example, we can see

that 1 and 2 areI(F )−cluster points ofF but there is noI(F )−limit of G .

The above Remark2 motivated us to have the following proposition:

Proposition 7.Let F be a filter on X such thatF has x0 ∈ X as an I−cluster point. Then every filterF ′ finer thanF

also has x0 as an I−cluster point, where I= I(F ).

Proof. SupposeF is a filter onX such thatx0 is anI−cluster point ofF . Then for each nbdU of x0, U /∈ I · · ·(∗). Let

F ′ be an arbitrary filter onX such thatF ′ ⊃ F . We shall show thatI−cluster point ofF ′ = x0, whereI = I(F ). For

this, letU be a nbd ofx0. Then clearly by(∗),U /∈ I . Hence the proof.

Remark.Let F be a filter onX andF ′ be a filter onX finer thanF . Then I(F )−cluster point ofF = x0 need not

imply that I(F ′)−cluster point ofF ′ = x0. Consider the example in Remark2.

We can see that 1 and 2 areI(F )−cluster points ofF . But 2 is not anI(F ′)−cluster point ofF ′.
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Proposition 8.LetF be a filter on X such thatF has x0 ∈ X as an I−cluster point. Then every filterF ′ coarser thanF

also has x0 as an I−cluster point, where I= I(F ).

Proof. SupposeF is a filter onX such thatx0 is an I−cluster point ofF . Then for each nbdU of x0, {y ∈ X : y ∈

U} /∈ I · · · (∗). Let F ′ be an arbitrary filter onX such thatF ′ ⊂ F . We shall show thatI−cluster point ofF ′ = x0, where

I = I(F ). For this, letU be a nbd ofx0. We claim that{y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ I . But it follows clearly by(∗). Hence the proof.

Proposition 9.Let τ1 andτ2 be two topologies on X such thatτ1 is coarser thanτ2. LetF be a filter on X such that x0 is

an I−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ2. Then x0 is also an I−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ1.

Proof. Let U be a nbd ofx0 w.r.t τ1. Sinceτ1 ⊂ τ2, U is also a nbd ofx0 w.r.t τ2. But x0 is anI−cluster point ofF w.r.t

τ2. Thus for above nbdU of x0, U /∈ I . Hencex0 is also anI−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ1.

Remark.The converse of above proposition need not be true. That is, if τ1 andτ2 are two topologies onX such thatτ1 is

coarser thanτ2 andx0 is anI−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ1, thenx0 need not be anI−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ2. Consider

the following example:

Let X = {1,2,3}. Suppose τ2 is the discrete topology onX and τ1 = { /0,{2},X}. Then τ1 ⊂ τ2. Let

F = {{1},{1,2},{1,3},X} be a filter onX. ThenI(F ) = {φ ,{2},{3},{2,3}} is the ideal associated withF . It is easy

to see that 1 and 3 are theI−cluster points ofF w.r.t τ1. But 3 is not anI−cluster point ofF w.r.t τ2.

Proposition 10.Let M be a collection of all those filtersG on a space X which have x0 ∈ X as an I(G )−cluster point.

Then the intersectionF of all the filters inM also has x0 as an I(F )−cluster point.

Proof. HereM = {G : G is a f ilter on X such that I(G )−cluster point ofG = x0}. Let F =
⋂
{G : G ∈M }. We shall

show thatx0 is an I(F )−cluster point ofF . For this, letU be a nbd ofx0(w.r.t F ). ThenU is a nbd ofx0(w.r.t all

G ∈ M ). Sincex0 is anI(G )−cluster point ofG , ∀ G ∈ M , it follows that{y ∈ X : y∈ U} /∈ I(G ), ∀ G ∈ M and so

{y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ ∩G∈M I(G ). By Lemma1, {y∈ X : y∈U} /∈ I(F ). Hencex0 is also anI(F )−cluster point ofF .

In view of Remark2, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 11.Let F be a filter on X andG be a filter on X finer thanF . ThenF has x0 as an I(G )−cluster point if

and only if I(G )− lim G = x0.

Proof. Let F be a filter onX andG be a filter onX finer thanF such thatx0 is anI(G )−cluster point ofF . Let B be

a base forG . ThenG = {G⊂ X : B⊂ G, for someB∈ B}. We shall show thatI(G )− lim G = x0. For this, letU be a

nbd ofx0. We shall show that{V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V = /0} ⊂ I(G ). So, letV ∈ P(X) such thatU ∩V = /0. Now,U ∩V = /0

impliesU ⊂ X \V which further implies thatU ∩U ⊂ U ∩ (X \V). That is,U ⊂ U ∩ (X \V). Also, U ∩G ⊂ U, for all

G∈ G . ThusU ∩G⊂U ∩ (X \V), for all G∈ G . ButU ∩ (X \V)⊂ X \V. ThusU ∩G⊂ X \V, for all G∈ G . SinceB is

a base forG , U ∩G∈ B and soX \V ∈ G . HenceV ∈ I(G ). This proves thatI(G )− lim G = x0.

Conversely, supposeI(G )− lim G = x0. By using Theorem3, we find thatx0 is also anI(G )−cluster point ofG . Since

F is coarser thanG , by Proposition8, it follows thatx0 is alsoI(G )−cluster point ofF .

Theorem 5.Let f : X →Y be a surjective map. LetF be a filter on X. Then f: X →Y is continuous at x0 ∈ X if and only

if whenever x0 is an IX−cluster point ofF , then f(x0) is an IY−cluster point of f(F ), where IX = IX(F ) is the ideal

associated withF and IY = IY( f (F )) is the ideal associated with the filter f(F ) on Y.

Proof. First suppose that the surjectionf : X →Y is continuous atx0 in X. Let x0 be anIX−cluster point ofF in X. We

have to show thatf (x0) is anIY−cluster point off (F ).

For this, letV be a nbd off (x0) in Y. Since f is continuous atx0, for above nbdV of f (x0) in Y, there is a nbdU of x0 in
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X such thatf (U)⊂V. Sincex0 is anIX−cluster point ofF , for above nbdU of x0 in X,U /∈ IX and soX \U /∈ F · · · (1).

We claim thatV /∈ IY. ThenY \V ∈ f (F ) · · · (2).

Now f (U)⊂V impliesY \V ⊂Y \ f (U) · · ·(3).

Since f (F ) is a filter on Y, from (2) and (3), we get Y \ f (U) ∈ f (F ) · · · (4). From (1), X \U /∈ F implies

f (X \U) /∈ f (F ). But f (X \U) ⊃ f (X) \ f (U) = Y \ f (U). That is,Y \ f (U) ⊂ f (X \U). Now f (X \U) /∈ f (F ) and

Y \ f (U)⊂ f (X \U) implies thatY \ f (U) /∈ f (F ), which contradicts(4). Thus our supposition is wrong.

Hencef (x0) is anIY−cluster point ofY.

Conversely, supposef : X →Y is a surjection such that the given condition holds. We have to show thatf is continuous

at x0. Suppose not. This means that there is a nbdV of f (x0) in Y such thatf−1(V) is not a nbd ofx0.

Let F = {U \ f−1(V) : U is a nbd ofx0 in X}· · ·(5). Then clearly,F is a filter onX. We claim thatx0 is anIX−cluster

point ofF . For this, letT be a nbd ofx0. We shall show thatT /∈ IX.

Suppose the contraryT ∈ IX. Then X \ T ∈ F . Also by (5), T \ f−1(V) ∈ F . SinceF is a filter onX, we have

/0= (X \T)∩ (T \ f−1(V)) ∈ F , i.e., /0∈ F , which is not possible. ThusT /∈ IX. Therefore,x0 is anIX−cluster point of

F . By the given condition,f (x0) is an IY−cluster point of f (F ). SoV /∈ IY i.e., Y \V /∈ f (F ). Now Y \V /∈ f (F )

implies f−1(Y \V) /∈ F . This further implies thatX \ f−1(V) /∈ F , which contradicts(5). Thus our supposition is

wrong.

Hencef is continuous atx0.

Remark.The above Theorem5 holds even iff is not surjective. In that case, we shall assumef (F ) to be a filter onY

generated by the filter base{ f (F) : F ∈ F}.

Theorem 6.A filter F on X= ∏α∈Λ Xα has x as an IX−cluster point if and only if pα(F ) has pα(x) as an IXα−cluster

point,∀α ∈ Λ , where IX = IX(F ) and IXα = IXα (pαF ).

Proof. SupposeF hasx as anIX−cluster point inX = ∏α∈Λ Xα . Since each projectionpα : X → Xα is continuous atx

in X, by above Theorem5, we find thatpα(x) is anIXα−cluster point ofpα(F ) in Xα ,∀ α.

Conversely, supposepα(x) is anIXα−cluster point ofpα(F ) in Xα ,∀ α. We have to show thatx is anIX−cluster point

of F in X. For this, letU = ∩n
i=1p−1

αi
U(αi) be a basic nbd ofx. This means thatUαi is a nbd ofxαi = pαi (x), for

i = 1,2, . . . ,n in Xαi . We claim thatU /∈ IX. Since pα(x) is an IXαi
−cluster point of pα(F ) in Xαi , we have

Uαi /∈ IXαi
, ∀ i = 1,2, . . . ,n. This further implies that p−1

αi
(Uαi ) /∈ p−1

αi
(IXαi

), ∀ i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Clearly,

∩n
i=1p−1

αi
(Uαi ) /∈ ∩n

i=1p−1
αi
(IXαi

) = IX, by Lemma3. That is,U /∈ IX.

This proves thatx is anIX−cluster point ofF in X.

Theorem 7.Let X be a Lindel̈o f space such that every filter on X has an I−cluster point, where I is an admissible ideal

of X. Then X is compact.

Proof. Let X be aLindelö f space such that every filter onX has anI−cluster point, whereI is an admissible ideal of

X. We have to show thatX is compact. For this, letU = {Uα : α ∈ Λ} be an open cover ofX, whereΛ is an index set.

SinceX is Lindelö f, the above open coverU of X has a countable subcover, sayU′ = {U1,U2, · · · ,Un, · · ·}. Proceeding

inductively, letV1 =U1 and for eachm> 1, letVm be the first member ofU′ which is not covered byV1∪V2∪·· · ∪Vm−1.
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After some finite number of steps, the set of aboveV ′
i s selected becomes a required finite subcover. Otherwise, we can

choose a pointvn ∈Vn, for each positive integern such thatvn /∈Vr , for r < n· · ·(∗). Consider a netλ = (vn)n∈N. Let F

be the derived filter ofλ . That is,F = {F ⊂ X : λ is eventually inF}. By λ eventually inF, we mean that some tail

Λm = {λ (n) = vn : n≥ m in N} of λ is contained inF. Let x0 be anI−cluster point ofF . Thenx0 ∈Vp, for somep. By

definition ofI−cluster point ofF , in particular forVp, {y∈X : y∈Vp} /∈ I . SinceI is an admissible ideal,{y∈X : y∈Vp}

must be infinite subset ofX. So, there exists somen> p such thatvn ∈ {y∈ X : y∈Vp}. That is, there exists somen> p

such thatvn ∈Vp, which contradicts(∗). Thus the above set ofV ′
i s form the required finite subcover. HenceX is compact.

Theorem 8.A topological space X is compact if and only if every filter on Xhas an I−cluster point.

Proof. First supposeX is compact. LetF be a filter onX. Consider a family{F : F ∈ F} of closed subsets ofX. Since

X is compact, the family{F : F ∈ F} has finite intersection property. That is,
⋂
{F : F ∈ F} 6= /0. Let

x0 ∈
⋂
{F : F ∈ F}. Then for each nbdU of x0, U ∩F 6= /0,∀ F ∈ F . We claim thatU /∈ I . Suppose thatU ∈ I . Then

U ∩F 6= /0,∀ F ∈ F and for each nbdU of x0 would contradict the fact thatI = I(F ). This proves thatx0 is anI−cluster

point ofF .

Conversely, suppose that every filter onX has anI−cluster point. We have to show thatX is compact. SupposeX is not

compact and letU be an open cover ofX with no finite subcover. LetB = {X \∪n
i=1Ui : Ui ∈ U, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n}. Then

clearly,B is a non-empty family of non-empty subsets ofX which is closed under finite intersection and so a filter base

for some filter, sayF onX. By the given condition,F has anI(F )−cluster point, sayx0. This means that for each nbd

U of x0, {V ∈ P(X) : U ∩V 6= /0} * I(F ) · · · (∗). Let U ∈ U such thatx0 ∈U. Now,U ∈ U implies thatX \U ∈ B and

so X \U ∈ F . Now, X \U ∈ F impliesU ∈ I(F ). Finally, x0 ∈ U andU ∈ I(F ) implies that{x0} ∈ I(F ), which

contradicts(∗) with V = {x0}. Thus our supposition is wrong. HenceX is compact.
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